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The client is a large multinational bank and financial services company.
They serve more than 85 million customers worldwide
They offer services in Commercial Banking, Global Banking, Investment Banking and Retail Banking.
They are spread across the globe with more than 7,000 offices in more than 80 countries.
They are also one of the largest International Banks.
Their current year market capitalization is over $100 billion.
There are more than 270,000 employees working for the bank all over the world.

Business Need







Client was looking to improvise their existing manual Help Desk system to a more versatile, UI friendly
and most productive web based system.
They wanted their employees to be able to open up a ticket, read knowledge base articles to solve
problems on their own and search for any knowledge needed to solve a problem or HOW TO things in
a much simpler but yet efficient way.
They wanted the system to accept any new knowledge base, search within and keep their employees
up-to-date about any events/maintenance notifications happening in their respective branches.
Since they are located worldwide, they also wanted the system to support multiple languages with
least hassle of updating the content in each language.
They system must be branded with the Bank Standards.

Challenges






Custom workflows as per the client’s need to include more than 8 stages with various permissions
and keyword based flow.
Multilanguage support for the complete system including manageable content updates in root
language and subsequent updates in various other languages.
Custom search functionality in a much user friendly way with dashboarding and reporting statistics.
Ability to work on a ticket in a faster manner and getting the status or notifications within no time.
Suggestions, self-help resources for employees to resolve the problem on their own without opening
up a ticket and hence reducing Help Desk Resources use.
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Solutions Features







The solution we have provided meets every need of the client to the par. We have provided our best technical
resources to create a user friendly, versatile and effective SharePoint 2010 Intranet Site for them.
We have made use of every possible SP 2010 feature to facilitate their need of Custom Search or Custom
Workflow or Dashboarding, etc.
We have made use of SharePoint Variations with custom classes to convert their site contents to multiple
languages.
We have effectively used various custom web parts for their knowledge base needs of rolling up articles,
showing top 10 trending articles, events and notifications which are urgent and live now, etc.
The navigation helps the user to perfectly identify what he needs to do in terms of any Help Desk issue or
resolve the problem on his own by reading suggestions, searching for the right error/exception, etc.
Globalization, Localization, Managed Metadata are some of the salient features of SharePoint which we have
implemented.

Benefits







The Variations solution also allows them to manage the content only in one root language and then timer jobs
translate them to multiple languages.
The Search solution allows the users to search for any type of article, topic, issues, problems, errors or even
knowledge base.
The user can traverse thru any resource on the site right from the home page links. The home page also
notifies of any live maintenance or Events in the company or branch they are located in.
The automated workflow helps the user at each stage, i.e. Initiator, Editor, Author, Approver or SMEs, etc to
progress the article from what to the next stage with least of manual intervention.
Due to UI based Help Desk System now in place, they have reported 88% decrease in their On Call Help Desk
System and increase of about 40% in resolve problem on their own.
With huge content in place, the performance is also taken care of by effectively using Client side scripting and
designs.

Technology





Microsoft SharePoint Server 2010 Enterprise SP1
Microsoft Visual Studio 2010
Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2
Microsoft Windows Server 2008 R2
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